Johanna Saint-Pierre
Johanna Saint-Pierre is a French / English singer, amazing pianist and talented songwriter
in electro, soul & jazz pop music. She is an artist who likes exploration in music like Goldfrapp or
Kate Bush. She has released 3 electro-pop albums,2 soul pop Eps produced by the Grammy's
Award producer Brian Bacchus (many Awards for Gregory Porter, signed A&R for Blue Note
Norah jones),1 EP in deep house with MKL ( (3 generations walking), and some electro remixes.
She collaborates with prestigious DJs and producers between Paris, London and New York.
She signed in New-York on the iconic house dance label Ibadan for an EP with Jephté Guillaume
(bass player for Destiny Child, Wycleef). With the Paris Gospel Choir (Le choeur Gospel de
Paris) she accompanied Pharell Williams on a French television set for the song Happy.Actualy
she's involved with the choir for Héritage Goldman ( Céline Dion) a french Pias Record Project.
Johanna previously debuted on stage with the rock group Laplace at a very young age. Together
they opened for the Rolling Stones at Olympia as well for a tour with the Simple Minds. Johanna
performed solo piano voice for her first USA tour in 2018 in North Carolina and a concert in New
York in July 2019.
Johanna's tracks are actualy on so many radios. She has more than 1500 monthly plays certified by
radios worldwide. In April 2022, Johanna Saint-Pierre releases her new pop funk single, the first
single of her new Album which is coming soon. This first single, Don't Stop the Music, and the
album is produced by the great french /english producer and composer Nicolas Bulostin (producer,
mix and reccording for Elton John, Georges Michael, Laurent Garnier). Nicolas Bulostin's work
represents sales in excess of 25 millions records worlwide. Olivier Boscovicth (visuals &clips for
David Guetta et Bob Sinclar) makes all the clips and covers for this new album of Johanna.
Johanna's voice is like a delicate diamond. Listen to her, feel her emotion, she's like an angel who
sings near your ears. She is mesmerising and an incredible stage performer . Live is a
playground !
http://johannasaintpierre.com

